A random distribution function on the positive real line which belongs to the class of neutral to the right priors is defined. It corresponds to the superposition of independent beta processes at the cumulative hazard level. The definition is constructive and starts with a discrete time process with random probability masses obtained from suitably defined products of independent beta random variables. The continuous time version is derived as the corresponding infinitesimal weak limit and is described in terms of completely random measures. It takes the interpretation of the survival distribution resulting from independent competing failure times. We discuss prior specification and illustrate posterior inference on a real data example.
Introduction
Let F R + be the space of all cumulative distribution functions on the positive real line. In this paper we introduce a stochastic process {F t , t ≥ 0} with trajectories in F R + which belongs to the class of neutral to the right (NTR) priors. A random distribution function F on R + is NTR if, for any 0 ≤ t 1 < t 2 < . . . < t k < ∞ and for any k ≥ 1, the random variables (r.v.s)
are independent, see Doksum (1974) . NTR priors share some remarkable theoretical properties, among which the most celebrated one is the conjugacy with respect to right-censored survival 1 data. The form of the posterior distribution and its large sample properties are now well known (see, e.g., Ferguson and Phadia (1979) , Lee (2001, 2004 ). An interesting extension of NTR priors has been recently introduced by James (2006) with the family of spatial NTR processes.
NTR priors can be represented as suitable transformations of completely random measures (CRMs), i.e. random measures that give rise to mutually independent random variables when evaluated on pairwise disjoint sets. Appendix A.1 provides a brief account of CRMs, as well as justification of the following statements. It is important to recall that F is NTR if and only if F t = 1 − e −μ((0,t]) for some CRMμ on B(R + ) (Borel σ-algebra of R + ) such that P[lim t→∞μ ((0, t]) = ∞] = 1. The nonatomic part ofμ (that is the part without fixed jumps) is characterized by its Lévy intensity ν, which is a nonatomic measure on R + × R + , so that the law of F is uniquely determined by ν and the density of the fixed jumps. The conjugacy property of NTR priors can be then expressed as follows: the posterior distribution of F , given (possibly) right-censored data, is described by a NTR process for a CRMμ * with fixed jump points at uncensored observations. This result is of great importance for statistical inference;
indeed, the posterior distribution, conditional on right-censored data, is still NTR and one can fully describe the associated CRM in terms of the updated Lévy intensity and the densities of the jumps at fixed points of discontinuity. Therefore, one can resort to the simulation algorithm suggested in Ferguson and Klass (1972) to sample the trajectories of the underlying CRM, thus obtaining approximate evaluations of posterior inferences.
The beta-Stacy process of Walker and Muliere (1997) is an important example of NTR prior.
Its main properties are (i) a parametrization with a straightforward interpretation in terms of survival analysis that facilitates prior specification; (ii) a simple description of the posterior process in terms of the parametrization used in the prior. For later reference, we recall these two properties. As for (i), we adopt the parametrization in Walker and Muliere (1997, Definition
3) and we suppose, as is usual in applications, that the underlying CRMμ does not have fixed jump points in the prior. To this end, let α be a diffuse measure on B(R + ) and β : R + → R + a piecewise continuous and positive function such that t 0 β(x) −1 α(dx) → +∞ as t → +∞. A beta-Stacy process {F t , t > 0} with parameter (α, β) is NTR for a CRMμ whose Lévy intensity is defined by ν(ds, dx) = ds 1 − e −s e −sβ(x) α(dx).
In particular, E(F t ) = 1−exp{− t 0 β(x) −1 α(dx)}, see equation (32) in Appendix A.1, suggesting that H 0 (t) = t 0 β(x) −1 α(dx) takes on the interpretation of the prior guess at the cumulative hazard rate of F . The role played by α and β is better explained when one considers the nonparametric distribution induced by the beta-Stacy process on the space of cumulative hazard 2 functions, i.e. the stochastic process {H t , t > 0} defined as
It can be shown that {H t , t > 0} is distributed as a beta process of Hjort (1990) (see the forthcoming Remark 3.1), so that E(H t ) = H 0 (t) and Var(H t ) = t 0 [β(x) + 1] −1 dH 0 (x). Then, β plays the role of concentration parameter: a large β makes for tighter concentration around H 0 .
As for (ii), consider data (T 1 , ∆ 1 ) . . . , (T n , ∆ n ) arising from n lifetimes subject to right censoring, where T stands for the time observed and ∆ is the censoring indicator (∆ = 1 indicates an exact observation, ∆ = 0 a censored one). We adopt a point process formulation, which is standard in survival analysis, by defining N (t) = i≤n 1 (T i ≤t,∆ i =1) and Y (t) = i≤n 1 (T i ≥t) . Based on this notation, one can describe the posterior distribution of F as a beta-Stacy process, that is F t |data = 1 − e −μ * ((0,t]) whereμ * is a CRM with fixed jumps defined by (2) with updated parameter (α, β + Y ) and fixed jumps {V k , k ≥ 1} at locations {t k , k ≥ 1} such that
Here, beta(a, b) denotes the beta distribution
is the number of uncensored observations occurring at time t k . Our aim is to introduce a new class of NTR priors and to investigate its properties with respect to (i) and (ii). The definition is constructive and starts with a discrete time process which satisfies the independence condition in (1) . Following the idea of Walker and Muliere (1997), we adopt a stick breaking construction: let 0 < t 1 < t 2 < . . . be a countable sequence of time points indexed by k = 1, 2, . . . and define
for V 1 , V 2 , . . . a sequence of independent r.v.s with values in the unit interval. Each V j is recovered from the product of independent beta distributed r.v.s so that the conditional probability of an event at time t k given survival at time t k−1 is the result of a series of m independent Bernoulli experiments. In Section 2, we discuss properties and possible simplifications of the proposed parametrization, then we provide formulas for the finite dimensional distributions.
The continuous time version of the process is derived through a passage to the limit which leads to the specification of the underlying CRM in terms of a Lévy intensity of the form (see the forthcoming Theorem 2.1)
The beta-Stacy process can be recovered as a particular case either by setting m = 1 or by taking β i = β for any i. In Section 3, we provide discussion on the proposed NTR prior by studying 3 the induced distribution on the space of cumulative hazard functions. One obtains that the corresponding random cumulative hazard is given by the superposition of m independent beta processes (see the forthcoming Proposition 3.1), which motivates the name m-fold beta NTR process we will give to the new prior. It also suggests that the prior beliefs can be specified reasoning in terms of survival times generated by independent competing failure times. In Section 4, we give a complete description of the posterior distribution given right-censored data and we detail a Ferguson-Klass type simulation algorithm for obtaining approximate evaluation of posterior quantities for a real data example. In Section 5 some concluding remarks and future research lines are presented.
2 The m-fold beta NTR process
Discrete time construction
For m ≥ 1, let us consider m sequences of positive real numbers (α 1,• , β 1,
• is a sequence of independent r.v.s with
Define the sequence of r.v.s {X k , k ≥ 1} via the following construction:
. . .
where
with the proviso X 1 := X 1 |X 0 . By using Theorem 7 in Springer and Thompson (1970) it can be checked that the conditional distribution of X k |X 1 , . . . , X k−1 is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure with density given by almost surely (a.s.), so that F k ≤ 1 a.s.. Moreover, we have
Based on this recursive relation, one can prove that a sufficient condition for
Hence, we can state the following result.
Lemma 2.1 Let {t k , k ≥ 0} be a sequence of time points in R + with t 0 := 0 and let {F t , t ≥ 0} be defined by F t := t k ≤t X k for any t ≥ 0 according to construction (5) .
then the sample paths of {F t , t ≥ 0} belong to F R + a.s.
Note that the random process {F t , t ≥ 0} in Lemma 2.1 is a discrete time NTR random probability measure, see (1) . We term {F t , t ≥ 0} a discrete time m-fold beta NTR, according to the following definition. In fact, construction (5) is similar to the construction proposed in Walker and Muliere (1997, Section 3) which has, for any k ≥ 1,
Hence, (5) generalizes the construction in Walker and Muliere (1997) by nesting for any k ≥ 1 the product of independent beta distributed r.v.s.: the latter can be recovered by setting m = 1.
Moreover, using some known properties for the product of independent beta distributed r.v.s, further relations between the two constructions can be established. We focus on a result that will be useful in the sequel and that can be proved by using a well known property of the product of beta r.v.s, see Theorem 2 in Jambunathan (1954).
Proposition 2.1 A discrete time m-fold beta NTR process with parameter (α 1,
is a discrete time beta-Stacy process with parameter (
The interpretation is as follows. The random quantity X k /(1 − F k−1 ) represents the conditional probability of observing the event at time t k given survival up to t k . By construction
is the result of m independent Bernoulli experiments: we observe the event if at least one of the m experiment has given a positive result, where the probability of success in the i-th experiment is Y i,k ∼ beta(α i,k , β i,k ). The particular parameter configuration
yields that the probability of at least one success is beta distributed, hence we recover the construction in Walker and Muliere (1997) .
s j=1 x j ≤ 1}. By the construction (5) and by using the solution of integral equation of type B in Wilks (1932) , it can be checked that, for any integer s, the r.v.s X 1 , . . . , X s have joint distribution on ∆ (s) which is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R s with density given by
In particular, from (6) it can be checked that, for any k ≥ 1, the r.v.s
Due to the more elaborated definition of the discrete time m-fold beta NTR process, the joint density (6) appears less manageable than in the case of the discrete time beta-Stacy process, i.e. the generalized Dirichlet distribution introduced in Connor and Mosimann (1969) . However, in (6) one can recognize the generalized Dirichlet distribution multiplied by the product of integrals which disappears when m = 1 or under the condition of Proposition 2.1.
Infinitesimal weak limit
The next theorem proves the existence of the continuous version of the process as infinitesimal weak limit of a sequence of discrete time m-fold beta NTR processes. We start by considering the case of no fixed points of discontinuity. 
In particular, there exists a NTR process {F t , t > 0} defined by
A detailed proof of Theorem 2.1 is deferred to Appendix A.2. The strategy of the proof consists in defining, for any integer n, the process F
m,• ) that suitably discretize α 1 , . . . , α m and β 1 , . . . , β m over the time grid 0, 1/n, 2/n, . . . , k/n, . . .. By writing
(k−1)/t )], the following limit as n → +∞ can be derived:
which ensures the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions of {Z (n) t , t ≥ 0} to those of {μ((0, t]), t ≥ 0} for a CRM with Lévy intensity in (7).
When the measures α i have point masses, the limiting process is described in terms of a CRMμ with fixed jump points. Let {t k , k ≥ 1} be now the sequence obtained by collecting all t k such that α i {t k } > 0 for some i = 1, . . . , m and let α i,c be the non-atomic part of α i . Then the limit in (8) becomes
where the second integral in the right hand side corresponds to log( 
The random process {F t , t > 0} is a m-fold beta NTR process on R + with parameters (α 1 , β 1 ), . . . ,
forμ a CRM characterized by the Lévy intensity
and fixed jump V k at any t k with α i {t k } > 0 for some i = 1, . . . , m so that V k distributed according to
Using equation (32) in Appendix A.1, the prior mean of the survival function is recovered as
Note that, in the second equality, [0,t] stands for the product integral operator. Condition (9) implies that (12) goes to zero when t grows to infinity, see Lemma 2.1 for a comparison with the discrete time case. Actually (9) implies more, namely that each of the m factors in (12) vanishes for t → +∞. In particular, (9) is consistent with the interpretation of
as a proper cumulative hazard function for each i. We will come back to this point later in Section 3. 
and, for any t k such that α i {t k } > 0 for some i = 1, . . . , m, we have that the jump at t k is distributed according to
see Proposition 2.1. Hence, {F t , t ≥ 0} is a beta-Stacy process with parameters (
3 Superposition of beta processes
Prior on the space of cumulative hazards
In order to investigate further the properties of the m-fold beta NTR process, it is convenient to reason in terms of the induced prior distribution on the space of cumulative hazard functions.
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In the sequel we rely on the key result that the random cumulative hazard generated by a NTR process can be described in terms of a CRM with Lévy intensity whose jump part is concentrated
The most relevant example of nonparametric prior on the space of cumulative hazard functions is the beta process. According to Hjort (1990) , a beta process {H t , t > 0} is defined by two parameters, a piecewise continuous function c : R + → R + and a baseline cumulative hazard
for a CMRη without fixed jump points and Lévy intensity
The case of fixed points of discontinuity is accounted for by taking H 0 with jumps at {t k , k ≥ 1}
and H t =η((0, t]) forη =η c + k≥1 J k δ t k where (a) the Lévy intensity ofη c is given by (13) after
. The formulas for the mean and the variance of H t are as follows, see Hjort (1990, Section 3.3),
Remark 3.1 If {F t , t > 0} is a beta-Stacy process of parameter (α, β) and Lévy intensity given in (2), then
see ( Let now {F t , t ≥ 0} be a m-fold beta NTR process with parameter (α 1 , β 1 ), . . . , (α m , β m ) and α i 's diffuse measures. Then, by using (33) in Appendix A.1,
that is the sum of m Lévy intensities of the type (13) . It follows that H(F ) is the superposition of m beta processes, according to
9 where {H i,t , t > 0} is a beta processes of parameter (c i , H 0,i ) where c i (x) = β i (x) and H 0,i (t) = t 0 β i (x) −1 α i (dx). Note that F can be seen as the distribution function of the minimum of m independent failure times,
and H i,x takes the interpretation of the random cumulative hazard associated to the i-th failure type (i-th failure-specific cumulative hazard ).
It is also interesting to see the similarity of (16) 
where Y i,t k ∼ beta α i {t k }, β i (t k ) takes on the interpretation of the conditional probability (17) . Hence J k corresponds to the (random) probability that at least one success occurs in m independent Bernoulli trials with beta distributed probabilities of success. If the α i s have point masses in common, (18) can not be recovered from (16) . In fact, instead of (18) we would have that (16) is not the correct way of extending the notion of superposition of independent beta processes at the cumulative hazard level since there is no guarantee that infinitesimally m i=1 dH i,t takes values on the unit interval.
Remark 3.2
The condition that the beta processes {H i,t , t > 0} and {H j,t , t > 0} have disjoint sets of discontinuity points when i = j implies that the jump J k is beta distributed. Such an assumption is the device used in Hjort(1990, Section 5) for the definition of the waiting time distribution of a continuous time Markov chain with independent beta process priors for the cumulative transition intensities.
In order to derive the counterpart of (16) in the case of fixed points of discontinuity, we rewrite {H i,t , t ≥ 0} as H i,t =η i ((0, t]) for a beta CRMη i defined as
whereη i,c has Lévy intensity
Then
by writing the sum inside the product integral as a product (the CRMsη i,c cannot jump simultaneously). This is consistent with equation (12), hence with the interpretation of the m-fold beta NTR process {F t , t > 0} as the random distribution function of the minimum of m independent failure times, see (17) . The following proposition clarifies how the m-fold beta NTR process corresponds to the superposition of beta processes at the cumulative hazard level in the presence of fixed points of discontinuity. and let {t k , k ≥ 1} be the collection of time points such that α i {t k } > 0 for some i = 1, . . . , m.
Also, letη 1 , . . . ,η m be independent beta CRMs defined as in (19)- (20) . Then
Remark 3.3 Even the beta-Stacy process can be interpreted as a random distribution function
of the minimum of m independent failure times. Actually, as a counterpart of Remark 2.1, the cumulative hazard of a beta-Stacy process of parameter (α, β) can be expressed as in Proposition 3.1 by decomposing the measure α as α(dx) = m i=1 α i (dx) (both the absolutely continuous part and point masses) and by defining β i (x) = β(x) + α i {x}. However, the m independent beta CRMsη i are constrained to have similar concentration around the corresponding prior means, cfr. equation (14) , whereas the m-fold beta NTR does not suffer from such a restriction.
Prior specification
We exploit the description of F as the random distribution in presence of m independent competing risks, see (21) , aiming at expressing different prior beliefs for the m different failurespecific lifetime distributions. We start by considering the case of no fixed points of discontinuity and we assume all α i 's to be absolutely continuous on B(R + ). Suppose we model the random failure-specific cumulative hazards {H i,t , t > 0}, i = 1, . . . , m, by specifying the prior guess of the i-th failure-specific cumulative hazard to be H 0,i (t) = t 0 h 0,i (x)dx. For k i a positive integer, the parameter choice
gives to k i a prior sample size interpretation: with independent and identically distributed (iid) survival times from H 0,i , β i (t) may be interpreted as the number at risk at t in an imagined prior sample of uncensored survival times, with k i the sample size, see Hjort (1990, Remark 2B) . Different k i 's allow to specify different degrees of prior beliefs on each of the m components H 0,i , see Remark 3.3, while keeping the prior mean of the cumulative hazard equal to the sum
. A different prior specification of the α i 's and β i 's parameters is possible by resorting to the methods set forth in Walker and Muliere (1997, Section 2.1), which consist in specifying the uncertainty of the random distribution function F t about its center by assigning arbitrarily the second moment. Let µ(t) = − log{E(1 − F t )} and λ(t) = − log{E[(1 − F t ) 2 ]}, both assumed to be derivable. Since the α i 's are absolutely continuous, µ(t) coincides with the prior guess of the cumulative hazard and µ (t) = m i=1 h 0,i (t) where h 0,i (t)dt = β i (t) −1 α i (dt). The quantity λ(t) can be also decomposed into a sum: by using the Lévy-Khinchine representation (31) in Appendix A.1, one finds that λ(t) = 1−e −s ds α i (dx). Note that λ i corresponds to the second moment of the random distribution function of the i-th failure-specific lifetime. Then, for each i, α i and β i are defined in terms of h 0,i and λ i as follows
It is interesting to consider the application in a meta analysis experiment where one specifies the prior on the random distribution function on the basis of former posterior inferences. In this context, a m-fold beta NTR process with fixed points of discontinuity will be needed.
Consider a system of two components, where each of them is subject to independent failure.
The system fails when the the first component experiences a failure, so that, denoting by X 1 and X 2 the failure times specific to component 1 and 2, respectively, the system lifetime is given by T = min(X 1 , X 2 ). Suppose that estimation on the distribution of X 1 and X 2 have been performed on two initial samples by using a beta process prior in each case. For i = 1, 2, let the posterior distribution of the cumulative hazard of X i be described by the updated parameters
In the equation above, N i and Y i refer to the point process formulation of the i-th initial sample, possibly including right-censored observations, while H 0,i is the prior guess for the cumulative hazard of X i . Suppose we are now given a new sample of failure times of the system where the type of component which has caused the failure is not specified. We can draw inference on the distribution F of T by specifying the prior according to a m-fold beta NTR process with
. This corresponds to specify F t = 1 − e −μ((0,t]) for a CRMμ with fixed jump points characterized by the Lévy intensity
and jump V k at time t k distributed according to
Illustration

Posterior distribution
We start with the derivation of the posterior distribution given a set of possibly right censored observations. Let {F t , t ≥ 0} be a m-fold beta NTR process with parameters (α 1 , β 1 ), . . . , (α m , β m ) and α i diffuse measure for any i. Consider right-censored data (T 1 , ∆ 1 ) . . . , (T n , ∆ n ) summarized by the point processes N (t) = i≤n 1 (T i ≤t,∆ i =1) and Y (t) = i≤n 1 (T i ≥t) . In view of Theorem 5.1 in Appendix A.1, the posterior distribution of F is given by a NTR process for a CRM with fixed jump points at exact observations,μ
(cfr. (34) in Appendix A.1) while the density f t k of the jump V * k at time point t k such that N {t k } > 0 is given by
where κ is the appropriate normalizing constant (cfr. (35) in Appendix A.1). Note thatμ * c can be described as a m-fold beta NTR process with updated parameters (α 1 , β 1 +Y ), . . . , (α m , β m +Y ).
However, the densities f t k have not the form in (11) . Upon definition of N {x}, i = 1, . . . , m, the distribution of V * k can be expressed as a mixture of beta r.v.s,
where B(a, b) is the beta function B(a, b)
It can be checked that the posterior mean of F is given by
which provides a Bayes estimator for F . The Kaplan-Meier estimatorF (t) :
} is obtained when the concentration of the prior becomes arbitrarily small. To see this, it is convenient to reason in terms of the variance of the failure-specific cumulative hazards H i,t going to zero for each i. This in turn requires that both β i and α i go to zero, cfr. formula (14) , so that (27) reduces toF (t).
Simulation from the posterior
In this section we detail how to simulate a trajectory from the posterior NTR process {1 − e −μ * ((0,t]) , t > 0} forμ * the CRM defined in (23) and (24) . In the literature, there are a few algorithms that can be used to generate sample paths of a NTR process via the corresponding CRM, see, e.g., Wolpert and Ickstadt (1998), Lee and Kim (2004) and Lee (2007 (2000) for a discussion.
Let T be the largest value of t for which we are interested in simulating the process andμ * ,T the CRMμ * restricted on the interval [0, T ]. The jump V * k at a fixed points of discontinuity t k can be generated according to the mixture of beta density defined in (25)-(26). As for the part ofμ * ,T without fixed points of discontinuity, sayμ * ,T c , following Ferguson and Klass (1972) it can be expressed asμ where the random jumps J k can be simulated in a decreasing order according to their size.
Specifically, let dν * t (s) = ν * (ds, (0, t]), then the J k 's are obtained as solution of the equation +∞) ) and θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . are jump times of a standard Poisson process at unit rate. The random locations τ k 's are obtained according to the distribution function
Hence, one can set τ k as the solution of u k = n τ k (J k ) where u 1 , u 2 , . . . are iid from the uniform distribution on the interval (0, 1), independent of the J k s.
The implementation of the algorithm requires both the calculation of integrals (single in dν * t (s) and double in M (s)) and the solution of equations such as θ k = M (J k ) and u k = n τ k (J k ). Some devices can be used to avoid, in part, the recourse to numerical subroutines. The measure dν * t (s) involves a sum of integrals of the type
which have closed form for a prior specification such as in (22) (note that Y (x) is a step function). Then, we can avoid to solve numerically the equation u k = n τ k (J k ) if we write n t (J k ) (the cumulative distribution of τ k |J k when seen as a function of t, see (28)) in a mixture form as follows
, ν i the Lévy intensity of a beta-Stacy process of parameter (β i + Y, α i ), see (2) , and n i,t (s) = ν i (ds, (0, t])/ν i (ds, (0, T ]). Then, conditionally on I = i, where P(I = i) = ω i (J k ), τ k can be generated by solving the equation
, which can be done analytically under the prior specifications (22) . As for the computation of M (s), note that it can be written as
where B z (a, b) = z 0 s a−1 (1 − s) b−1 ds denotes the incomplete beta function. B z (a, 0) can be computed as the limit of the rescaled tail probabilities of a beta r.v.,
for small. The second integration in M (s) and the solution of the equation θ k = M (J k ) needs to be done numerically.
Real data example
As an illustrative example, we consider the Kaplan and Meier (1958) data set, already extensively used by many authors in the Bayesian nonparametric literature. The data consists of the lifetimes 0.8, 1.0 * , 2.7 * , 3.1, 5.4, 7.0 * , 9.2, 12.1 * , where * denotes a right censored observation.
The prior on the random distribution function F is specified by a m-fold beta NTR process with m = 2 and parameters as in (22) with
that is two hazard rates of the Weibull type. We choose λ 1 = λ 2 = 20, κ 1 = 1.5 and κ 2 = 0.5, so that the prior process is centered on a survival distribution with non monotonic hazard rate, see Figure 1 .
[ Figure 1 about here]
We sample 5000 trajectories from the posterior process on the time interval [0, T ] for T = 50.
In the implementation of the Ferguson and Klass algorithm we set = 10 −15 in the approx- (29), and we truncate the number of jumps inμ * ,T c by keeping only the jumps which induce a relative error in the computation of M smaller than 0.001. It results in a smallest jump of order 2e −15 . We evaluate the posterior distribution of the probability F t for t = 5 and the exponential-type functional ofμ * ,
which corresponds to the random mean of the distribution obtained via normalization of F t over [0, T ]. I T (μ * ) can be used to approximate, for T large, the random mean of the posterior NTR process which takes the interpretation of expected lifetimes. T = 50 can be considered sufficiently large since direct computation using formula (27) leads to E(F T |data) = 0.996.
The reader is referred to Epifani, Lijoi and Prünster (2003) for a study on the distribution of the mean of a NTR distribution function where the same data set is used with a beta-Stacy process prior. Note that the Ferguson and Klass algorithm is not implementable for generating a trajectory of F t on the entire positive real axis. In fact, ν * T ([s, +∞)) → +∞ as T → +∞ for any s unless the β i functions explode at infinity, which is unlikely to be adopted in applications where one typically takes decreasing β i 's in order to induce a decreasing concentration of the prior distribution for large time horizons. [ Figure 2 about here] 16 
Concluding remarks
In the present paper we have introduced and investigated the properties of a new NTR prior, named m-fold beta NTR process, for the lifetime distribution which corresponds to the superposition of independent beta processes at the cumulative hazard level. The use of the proposed prior is justified in presence of independent competing risks, therefore, it finds a natural area of application in reliability problems, where such an assumption is often appropriate. The typical situation is a system consisting of m components that fail independently from each other.
The lifetime of the system is determined by the first component failure, so that the cumulative hazard results into the sum of the m failure-specific cumulative hazard. The m-fold beta NTR process allows to specify different prior beliefs for the components' failure time distribution and represents a suitable extension of the beta-Stacy process to this setting.
An interesting development consists in studying the case of a system failing when at least k out of the m components experience a failure (k > 1). The lifetime T of the system would correspond to the k-th smallest value among the m component failure times X 1 , . . . , X m . It is no more appropriate to model the distribution of T with a NTR process since the conditional probability of a failure time at t does depend on the past, namely on how many components have experience a failure up to time t. One can still put independent NTR priors on the distributions of the X i 's and study the induced nonparametric prior for the distribution of T . In the simple case of X 1 , . . . , X m iid with common random distribution F , the random distribution of T is described by the process F Future work will also focus on adapting the idea of superposition of stochastic processes at the cumulative hazard level into a regression framework. The goal is to provide a Bayesian nonparametric treatment of the additive regression model of Aalen (1989) , which specifies the hazard rate of an individual with covariate vector z = (z 1 , . . . , z p ) as the sum h(t, z) = h 0 (t) + γ 1 (t)z 1 + . . . + γ p (t)z p , for h 0 a baseline hazard and γ i 's the regression functions. There are two main issues to address this task. First, the shapes of the regression functions γ i 's are left completely unspecified, therefore they are not constrained to define proper hazards. Secondly, the nonparametric prior on h 0 and γ i can not be taken as independent because of the restriction imposed by h(t, z) ≥ 0. Work on this is ongoing.
reader is referred to Lijoi and Prünster (2008) for an exhaustive account. Denote by M the space of boundedly finite measures on B(R + ) (that is µ in M has µ((0, t]) < ∞ for any finite t) endowed with the Borel σ-algebra M . A CRMμ on B(R + ) is a measurable mapping from some probability space (Ω, F , P) into (M, M ) and such that, for any collection of disjoint sets A 1 , . . . , A n in B(R + ), the r.v.sμ(A 1 ), . . . ,μ(A n ) are mutually independent. This entails that the random distribution function induced byμ, namely {μ((0, t]), t ≥ 0}, is an independent increment process. CRMs are discrete measures with probability 1 as they can always be represented as the sum of two components: 
where f is a real-valued functionμ c -integrable almost surely and ν, referred to as the Lévy intensity ofμ c , is a nonatomic measure on R + × R + such that B R + min{s, 1}ν(ds, dx) < ∞ for any bounded B in B(R + ).
As pointed out by Doksum (1974) , a random distribution function F is NTR (see definition in (1)) if and only if
for some CRMμ on B(R + ) such that P[lim t→∞μ ((0, t]) = ∞] = 1. We will use the notation F ∼ NTR(μ). A consequence of this characterization is that, by using (31), the expected value of F t is expressed in terms of the Lévy intensity ν ofμ (no fixed jumps case) as
A second characterization of NTR prior in terms of CRMs arise while assessing the prior distribution induced by F on the space of cumulative hazards, see Hjort (1990) . Let F ∼ NTR(μ) for a CRMμ without fixed jumps and let ν(ds, dx) = ν(s, x)ds dx (with a little abuse of notation) be the corresponding Lévy intensity. The random cumulative hazard H(F ), see (3) , is given by
whereη is a CRM with Lévy intensity ν H (dv, dx) = ν H (v, x)dv dx such that ν H (v, x) = 0 for any v > 1. The conversion formula for deriving the Lévy intensity ofη from that ofμ is as follows:
that is ν H (dv, dx) is the distribution of (s, x) → (1 − e −s , x) under ν, see Dey, Erickson and Ramamoorthi (2003) .
Consider now an exchangeable sequence of lifetimes (X i ) i≥1 such that the law of the sequence is directed by a NTR process F for some CRMμ,
We derive the posterior distribution of F given X 1 , . . . , X n subject to censoring times c 1 , . . . , c n , which can be either random or non-random. The actual data consist in the observed lifetimes
and Y (t) = i≤n 1 (T i ≥t) , where N (t) counts the number of events occurred before time t and Y (t) is equal to the number of individuals at risk at time t.
Theorem 5.1 (Ferguson and Phadia (1979) ). Suppose F ∼ NTR(μ) whereμ has no fixed jump points. Then the posterior distribution of F , given
whereμ * c is a CRM without fixed jump points and it is independent of the jumps V * k 's, which occur at the exact observations. Let ν(ds, dx) = ρ x (s)ds α(dx) be the Lévy intensity ofμ. Then the Lvey measure ν * of µ * c is given by
whereas the density of the jump V * k at time point t k is given by
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2.1.
Following the lines of the proof of Theorem 2 in Walker and Muliere (1997) we define, for any integer n, m sequences of positive real numbers (α Density estimate of I T (μ * ) (-) and I T (μ) (---) for T = 50; sample mean and sample s.d. of
